
MEMORANDUM
5/21/01

Meeting with Secretary Bill Cohen and Don Rumsfeld
January (?) 2001

Following are my notes on the meeting on issues he raised (This may refer to a DOE
website that helped the public learn how to make dangerous weapons):

Oxide

Warned program

Iraq Staying in ONW and OSW is a risk; to pull out would be a victoly for
Saddam. Slow progress in Middle East peace process is weakening the coalition
against Iraq.

Iran military build-up connection is North Korea.

Syria engaged in chemical and biological programs. Bashir Asad is arrogant;
sees Israel as weak because of the Lebanon pull out. May underestimate Israel, in
which case Israel will act against Israel. King Abdullah of Jordan is enlightened.

National missile defense. Must deal with the allies. Need a radar forward based
in Tuli, Greenland Have to deal with the Danes and the Brits. Greenpeace and
environmentalists are problems. Must not give Russia a veto. No boost phase
until 2012 15. Larry Welch and Gen. Kadish are pluses.

European defense initiative.

NATO enlargement. Bulgaria has good leadership committed to the West.
Poles are a plus; Hungaiy is OK; Chechs are laggards.

Stop Israeli sale of the Falcon to PRC. Israel will try to do it covert. They are
transferring UAVs and other things to PRC. They (?) want tomahawks, they (?)
want a new relationship with the U.S.

Germany - MEADS is an issue.

Fix barrier system (?).

China and Taiwan: Calm them down. PRC is building up. Taiwan wants Aegis
ships.

Indonesia MOD doesn't get it. We give intel and lift for East Timor, Australia
takes the lead.
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North Korean/South Korea. South Korean has sunshine policy. US is losing
public support. SK wants reunification. If pull out, a problem. Japan - Problem
with Okinawa. Important to preserve ability to project force. Some gains in the
Philippines, Singapore pier takes an aircraft carrier.

New relationship with Japan.

16.?

The founding act (?); be careful, Russia wants equal voice. Shouldn't happen.

Georgia wants Russian troops out. Russia will cooperate with terrorism.

Force protection critical. Not yet right for ships or aircraft. Who is in charge.
The CINCs under Goldwater-Nichols.

Get briefed by FBI on Kubar and and USS Cole.

F-22 joint strike fighter and tac air issues coming at you.

Larry Welch has a proposal to help on QDR. Goldwater-Nichols says the joint
staff works for SecDef. Keep DARPA. Welch is solid.

The V-22 Osprey is an issue.

Technical export. Dave Oliver in acquisition. There is a fellow at DOS who is a
bottle-neck. It's, important in relationships with allies. A German defense official
said don't buy American.

Anti-personnel landmines U.S. has smart mines U.S. agreed to give up some by
2003. Senator Leahy is pushing it.

International Criminal Court: Cohen was against it. If it goes through, it will lead
to isolationism.

Briefing on critical infra-structure.

Can't read (?).

Can't read (?).

See SA (?). In tough shape. Go see 17 (?).

Healthcare foundation (?).

Housing is inadequate. Off base they pay 15% out of pocket.
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Get the Columbia briefing. Chavez of Venezuela is helping the guerrillas.

Anthrax. One plant in Michigan; small supply. Opposition in the air force.

Vieques will haunt you. New P.R. government is determined to end it.
Alternative is Scotland or Italy.

CTBT. Schlesinger was against it. May need to go to testing.

Numbers of weapons - get briefmg from Stratcom. Doubtful to go below 2,500.
If you go lower, it's a tough decision. Forces you to target weapons and cities.

Troops out of Bosnia together with NATO.

QDR Forward deployment is the deterrent. Shape/respond/prepare shock and
awe.

UBL.

China is deploying short and medium range ballistic missiles.

Relationship with Australia is important.

Pull U.S. trainers out of Nigeria.

Quality of Life.

Army transformation is the biggest challenge.

Recruiting and retention. It's been a good year. Takes brute force. $100 Million
advertising budget.

Homeland defense, should there be a CINC?

Budget plus up.

DoD can't complete books so that they can be audited.

India and Pakistan.

Base closures.
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